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CLICK HERE TradeNeXus provides holistic post-trade lifecycle management,

with customizable workflows, rules-based setup and automated
straight-through-processing to help clients navigate T+1 settlements.
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customizable setupConfigure rules for
matching logic, settlement

type and messaging,
custodian cut-off times

along with brokers’
standard settlement
instructions (SSIs).

Back to
Start

User tailored rules on inbound trades to customize settlement type and 
messaging preferences to your counterparties and custodian.

Ability to use custodian cut-off times within platform to override
settlement types for trades.

Automatic enrichment of accurate SSIs with our integrated 
SSI Search functionality.
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Vast network of

market participants
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and technologies
More than 400 asset

managers and 50 banking groups 
use our service to match trades, 

agree netting and utilize custodian
messaging, creating a strong 
network of participants who

communicate their post-trade
decisions through

our platform.

Network of
participants

TradeNeXus is part of the GlobalLink ecosystem which deploys the latest technologies
to facilitate user’s execution to post-trade workflows.

GlobalLink Digital is an award-winning platform which allows users to create interoperable 
and customizable trading and workflow solutions, enabling users to display both TradeNeXus 
and FX Connect user interfaces in a single dashboard.

FX Connect is an award-winning execution platform that offers best-in-class execution 
and allocations features such  as Auto Pilot and Automated Order Router to automate 
trading workflows.
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Manage the trade lifecycle

with FX Connect, CRD

and TradeNexusSM

Back to
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Integrated
workflows and

dashboard

Identify failed
trades and exceptions

quickly through alerts and
notifications and view your 

post-trade matches and confirmation
on a centralized dashboard with

direct integration to FX Connect®,  
CLSTradeMonitor and order
management systems such

as Charles River
Development (CRD).

TradeNeXus is among the first post-trade services to partner with CLS to integrate CLSTradeMonitor
information directly into our centralized post-trade dashboard, providing you with a holistic view of all 
CLSSettlement across accounts and custodians.

Users of FX Connect and CRD can elect to send trades to TradeNeXus through our direct integration 
workflow without the need to manually intervene. Customized rules can be applied to ensure accurate 
and timely matching and settlement.

TradeNeXus provides a wide range of proprietary integration methods to meet clients’ unique needs 
including through APIs, web services and local applications to automate the post-trade lifecycle. 



About  TradeNeXus 

FX Markets Asia
Best FX Post-Trade Provider
2023, 2022, 2021

TradeNeXus FX Connect GlobalLink Digital

TradeNeXus is our award winning suite of post-trade solutions designed to facilitate automated 
exception-based management of foreign exchange (FX) transactions for confirmation, settlement and clearing. 
With TradeNeXus, you have access to a consolidated view of all post-trade activities in a single, easy-to-use 
dashboard, combining efficiency across post-trade matching, reconciliations and reporting requirements.

Markets Media Group
Markets Choice Awards
Best New Product 2023

Euromoney Foreign Exchange Awards
Best FX venue for Real Money
Clients 2023,
#1 Multi Dealer Platform 2022, 2021

Why TradeNeXus? 
Interoperability Transparency Award-winning support

Service Excellence

24/6 support across 
the globe.

Complete oversight across
the post-trade lifecycle

Access all post-trade activities
in a central dashboard view.

Integrate multiple 
elements of the workflow

Direct integration with CLS, Charles 
River Development and FX Connect, 
providing seamless automation 
throughout the trade lifecycle.

Spend less time 
managing settelment

Set parameters for matching logic, 
settlement type and messaging to 
automate execution, workflows and 
messaging protocols.



How can TradeNeXus help you simplify and 
               streamline post-trade lifecycle management? 

Reach out and learn more:  sales@globallink.com
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